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Abstrat
Given a holomorphi vetor bundle E on a onneted ompat om-
plex manifoldX , [FLS℄ onstrut a C-linear funtional IE on H
2n(X,C).
This is done by onstruting a linear funtional on the 0-th ompleted
Hohshild homology ĤH0(Di(E)) of the sheaf of holomorphi dif-
ferential operators on E using topologial quantum mehanis. They
show that this funtional is
∫
X
if E has non zero Euler harateristi.
They onjeture that this funtional is
∫
X
for all E .
A subsequent work [Ram℄ by the author proved that the linear
funtional IE is independent of the vetor bundle E . This note builds
upon the work in [Ram℄ to prove that IE =
∫
X
for an arbitrary holo-
morphi vetor bundle E on an arbitrary onneted ompat omplex
manifold X . This is done using an argument that is very natural from
the geometri point of view. Moreover, this argument enables one
to make the approah to this onjeture developed rst in [FLS℄ and
subsequently in [Ram℄ independent of the Riemann-Roh-Hirzebruh
theorem. This argument also enables us to extend the onstrution
in [FLS℄ to a onstrution of a linear funtional IE on H
2n
c (Y,C) for a
holomorphi vetor bundle E with bounded geometry on an arbitrary
onneted omplex manifold Y with bounded geometry and prove that
IE =
∫
Y
. We also generalize a result of [Ram℄ pertaining to "yli ho-
mology analogs" of IE .
Keywords: ompleted Hohshild homology; heat kernel; trae lass
operator; supertrae; dierential operators; soft sheaves.
Mathematis Subjet Classiation 2000: 16E40
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Introdution
Let X be a smooth, onneted ompat omplex manifold. Let E be a holo-
morphi vetor bundle on X. In this note, the term vetor bundle shall refer
to a holomorphi vetor bundle over a omplex manifold unless expliitly
stated otherwise. Let Di(E) be the sheaf of holomorphi dierential opera-
tors on E . We have a notion of ompleted Hohshild homology ĤH•(Di(E))
suh that there is an isomorphism
βE : ĤH−i(Di(E)) ≃ H
2n−i(X,C)
for every integer i. A paper by B.Feigin, A.Losev and B.Shoikhet [FLS℄
desribes the onstrution of a C-linear funtional tr on ĤH0(Di(E)) using
topologial quantum mehanis. Denote the linear funtional tr ◦ β−1E on
H
2n(X,C) by IE . We all IE the FLS-funtional of E . We also have a notion
of ompleted yli homology ĤC•(Di(E)) suh that
ĤC−j(Di(E)) ≃ H
2n−j(X,C)⊕H2n−j+2(X,C) ⊕ ... .
The onstrution of tr an be generalized to yield linear funtionals tr2i on
ĤC−2i(Di(E)) for eah i ≥ 0. The linear funtional tr2i therefore yields a
linear funtional IE,2i,2k on H
2n−2k(X,C) whenever 0 ≤ k ≤ i.
[FLS℄ showed that if E is a vetor bundle of non-zero Euler harateristi,
then IE =
∫
X
as linear funtionals on H
2n(X,C). This was done using the
Riemann-Roh-Hirzebruh theorem. [FLS℄ onjetured that IE =
∫
X
in gen-
eral. We refer to this onjeture as the integral onjeture for the rest of this
note. [Ram℄ showed that IE = IF for any two holomorphi vetor bundles E
and F on X. We may therefore, refer to IOX as the FLS-funtional on X.
The fat that IE is independent of E implies that IE =
∫
X
as long as E is a
holomorphi vetor bundle on a ompat omplex manifold X that admits
at least one vetor bundle of nonzero Euler harateristi. This proved the
integral onjeture for ompat omplex manifolds arising out of omplex
algebrai varieties, sine any smooth omplex algebrai variety has at least
one vetor bundle of nonzero Euler harateristi (see the introdution in
[Ram℄ for an argument proving this assertion). The integral onjeture for
arbitrary ompat omplex manifolds however, remained an open question
as it is not known whether or not there exist ompat omplex manifolds
with no holomorphi vetor bundle of nonzero Euler harateristi.
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This note proves the integral onjeture in general. This is done by building
upon the work in [Ram℄ whih in turn, was a further development of the
approah to this problem in [FLS℄. The argument used here is very natural
from the geometri point of view. Further, it makes the approah to the in-
tegral onjeture developed in [FLS℄ and subsequently in [Ram℄ independent
of the Riemann-Roh-Hirzebruh theorem.
Convention: Throughout this paper, a onneted omplex manifold shall
mean a onneted omplex manifold that is omplete and has bounded ge-
ometry (positive radius of injetivity + all ovariant derivatives of the Rii
urvature are bounded) as a Riemannian manifold.
Our approah to the integral onjeture in this note also enables us to extend
the onstrution of the FLS-funtional to the onstrution of a C-linear fun-
tional IE on H
2n
c (Y,C) given a vetor bundle with bounded geometry (see
Setion 3.3) E on an arbitrary onneted omplex manifold Y , and prove
that IE =
∫
Y
(Theorem 1). Here, H
•
c denotes ohomology with ompat
supports. One an also extend the onstrution of IE,2i,2k for vetor bun-
dles on ompat omplex manifolds to vetor bundles on arbitrary omplex
manifolds. Given a vetor bundle E with bounded geometry on an arbi-
trary onneted omplex manifold Y with, one an extend the onstrution
of IE,2i,2k from the ompat omplex ase to onstrut a C-linear funtional
IE,2i,2k on H
2n−2k
c (Y,C). Strengthening a result of [Ram℄, we show that
IE,2i,0 =
∫
Y
and IE,2i,2k = 0 whenever k > 0 (Theorem 2).
Outline of this note. Setion 1 ontains ertain remarks about the idea
used in this note. These may help the reader understand the motivation be-
hind this note better. Setion 2 realls the onstrution of the FLS-funtional
on X. Setion 3 proves the integral onjeture in general and extends the
onstrution of the FLS-funtional to vetor bundles with bounded geometry
on arbitrary onneted omplex manifolds.
Aknowledgements. I am very grateful to Prof. Boris Tsygan for going
through this paper arefully and for his very useful omments and sugges-
tions. I also thank the referee for going through this paper arefully and for
his useful omments and suggestions.
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1 Some remarks.
Remark 1:We remark that the argument used to prove the integral onje-
ture in Setion 3.1 shows that to prove the integral onjeture for an arbitrary
ompat omplex manifold of omplex dimension n, it sues to prove it for
one ompat omplex manifold of the same omplex dimension. This obser-
vation enables us to free this approah from the Riemann-Roh-Hirzebruh
theorem (see Setion 3.2). Reall that the proof of the integral onjeture for
vetor bundles of non-zero Euler harateristi used the fat that the lass of
the global dierential operator id in H
2n(X,C) is (h(E).tdX)2n (see [NT1℄
and [NT2℄) along with the Riemann-Roh-
Hirzebruh theorem. Theorem 2 of [Ram℄ together with the argument in
Setion 3.1 proves that we need this only for one partiular vetor bundle
on one partiular ompat omplex manifold of dimension n for the inte-
gral onjeture to hold for every ompat omplex manifold of dimension n.
This is exploited in Setion 3.2 to do away with the need for the Riemann-
Roh-Hirzebruh theorem altogether. A speial ase of the fat that the
lass of the global dierential operator id in H
2n(X,C) is (h(E).tdX)2n is
however still used. This fat together with the integral onjeture implies
the Riemann-Roh-Hirzebruh theorem itself, giving yet another proof of the
Riemann-Roh-Hirzebruh theorem.
Remark 2. The argument in Setion 3.1 is also very natural from the
geometri point of view. Let U be an open dis with inlusions into two
ompat omplex manifolds X and Y . If ω is a top degree dierential form
on U supported ompatly in U then∫
X
ω =
∫
U
ω =
∫
Y
ω .
The rux of this note is to prove "diretly" that the Feigin-Losev-Shoikhet
linear funtional mimis the above behavior of the integral. This is exploited
along with the results from [Ram℄ to prove the integral onjeture in general.
We also note that the same idea is behind the extension of the Feigin-Losev-
Shoikhet onstrution of the integral via topologial quantum mehanis to
non-ompat omplex manifolds as well (Setion 3.3). Of ourse, ohomol-
ogy with ompat supports has to be used instead of ohomology itself.
Remark 3.A related onjeture in [FLS℄ that has sine been proven in [EnFe℄
pertained to traes of global holomorphi dierential operators on E . If D is
a global holomorphi dierential operator on E , D indues endomorphisms
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on H
i(X, E) for all i. The supertrae of D , str(D) is given by the formula
str(D) =
∑
i
(−1)itr(D|
H
i(X,E)) .
Further, D is seen to yield a lass [D] in ĤH0(Di(E)) (see [FLS℄,[Ram℄).
It follows from the onstrution of tr : ĤH0(Di(E))→ C (see [FLS℄,[Ram℄)
that
tr([D]) = str(D) .
Denote the element βE([D]) of H
2n(X,C) by [D] itself. It was onjetured
by [FLS℄ and proven by [EnFe℄ that
str([D]) =
∫
X
[D] .
We refer to this result as the supertrae theorem in this note. This result
is somewhat similar to Cor 5.6 of [S-S℄. Note that the integral onjeture
implies the supertrae theorem. Also note that the supertrae theorem to-
gether with Theorem 2 of [Ram℄ implies the integral onjeture for any om-
pat omplex manifold that admits at least one holomorphi vetor bundle
admitting at least one global holomorphi dierential operator with non-zero
supertrae. Unfortunately, we do not know whether every ompat omplex
manifold has this property. We also point out that by proving the integral
onjeture in full generality, this note ompletes a dierent "Riemann-Roh
-Hirzebruh theorem free" approah to the supertrae theorem from that in
[EnFe℄. Proposition 4.1 of [EnFe℄ inspired the author to use a "heat kernel"
approah to push the idea outlined in Remark 2 through.
2 Preliminary material
This setion is meant to briey reall the salient aspets of earlier work in
[FLS℄ and [Ram℄. For further details, the reader may refer to [FLS℄ and
[Ram℄. Let Dolb(X,OX ) denote the Dolbeaux resolution of OX . Denote
the omplex Di(E)⊗OX Dolb(X,OX ) by Di
•(E). Let Di•(E) denote the
dierential graded algebra of global setions of Di•(E). Let K• E denote
the omplex Γ(X, E ⊗OX Dolb(X,OX )). By basi Hodge theory (see [Vois℄
theorem 5.24), K
•
E splits into a diret sum of a omplex K
•
0 E of C-vetor
spaes with 0 dierential and an ayli omplex K•1 E .
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2.1 The key onstrution of [FLS℄
The reader may refer ro [FLS℄ for further details regarding any assertion
made in this setion. The key onstrution of [FLS℄ is of an A∞-morphism
F from Di•(E) to End(K•0 E ). The A∞-morphism F indues a map Fhoh
from the Hohshild hain omplex of Di
•(E) to that of End(K•0 E ). One
thus obtains a map F
hoh∗ from the Hohshild homology of Di
•(E) to that
of End(K•0 E ). Let HHi(A) denote the ith Hohshild homology of a graded
algebra A. Then,
HHi(End(K
•
0 E)) ≃ 0 ∀i 6= 0
HH0(End(K
•
0 E)) ≃ C .
The only Hohshild 0-yles that have nontrivial images in HH0(End(K
•
0 E))
are those arising out of degree 0 elements of End(K•0 E). The image in C of
the lass in HH0(End(K
•
0 E)) of a Hohshild 0 yle arising out of a degree
0 element M of End(K•0 E ) is the supertrae str(M) of M . We therefore
denote the identiation of HH0(End(K
•
0 E)) with C by str. It follows from
this and from the formula (see [FLS℄) for F
hoh
that if a is a degree k − 1
element of Di
•(E)⊗k yielding a Hohshild 0-yle of Di•(E), then,
tr(F
hoh∗(a)) =
j=k−1∑
j=0
str(Fk(τ
j(a))) . (1)
In the above equation, τ is the C-endomorphism of Di•(E)⊗k arising out
of a yli permutation of fators with the appropriate sign . Fk is the k th
Taylor omponent of the A∞-morphism F (for more details, see [FLS℄).
We now desribe the onstrution of the Taylor omponents Fk of F .
2.1.1 The Taylor omponents of F
Let Ck denote the onguration spae {t1 < ... < tk|ti ∈ R}/G
(1)
where
G(1) is the one dimensional group of shifts (t1, .., tk) → (t1 + c, ..., tk + c).
This is a smooth k − 1 dimensional manifold that is not ompat if k > 1.
Note that setting τi := ti+1 − ti identies the Ck with the open orthant
Πi=k−1i=1 {τi > 0}. Let {τi > 0} denote the ompatiation of {τi ≥ 0} by a
point at innity . Let Ck = Π
i=k−1
i=1 {τi > 0}. This is a ompatiation of Ck.
If φ is an element of End(K• E), let [φ]i denote the endomorphism id⊗ ...⊗
φ⊗ ...⊗ id of K•⊗kE where φ ats on the ith fator from the right. Reall that
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∂¯∗E denotes the Hodge adjoint of ∂¯E . Similarly, ∆E denotes the Laplaian of
∂¯E .
Let Φ denote the dierential form
[id]k ◦ [exp[−dτk−1∂¯
∗
E − τk−1∆E ]]k−1 ◦ ..... ◦ [exp[−dτ1∂¯
∗
E − τ1∆E ]]1
on Ck with values in End(K
•
E)
⊗k
(note that End(K•⊗kE ) ≃ End(K
•
E)
⊗k
).
This extends to a dierential form on Ck with values in End(K
•
E)
⊗k
. In
addition, there is a omposition map from End(K• E)
⊗k
to End(K• E) whih
we shall denote by mk. An element D of Di
•(E)⊗k yields an element of
End(K• E)
⊗k
whih shall also be denoted by D. If I and Π denote the
inlusion of K
•
0 E as a diret summand of K
•
E and the projetion from K
•
E
to K
•
0 E respetively, then
Fk(D) =
∫
Ck
Π ◦mk(Φ ◦D) ◦ I = Π ◦ (
∫
Ck
mk(Φ ◦D)) ◦ I . (2)
That the Fk form the Taylor omponents of an A∞-morphism was proven
in [FLS℄.
2.2 A linear funtional on ĤH0(Di(E))
For an open subset U ofX, let Di(E)(U) and Di•(E)(U) denote Γ(U,Di(E))
and Γ(U,Di•(E)) respetively. Let C•(Di(E)(U)) denote the omplex of
Hohshild hains of Di(E)(U) (onverted into a ohain omplex). We note
that the Hohshild dierential on C
•(Di(E)(U)) extends to a dierential
of degree 1 on the graded vetor spae
⊕k≥1Di(E
⊠k)(Uk)[k−1] where E⊠k is the k-fold external tensor power of E
on Xk. We denote the resulting omplex by ̂C•(Di(E)(U)) . Similarly, we
note that the Hohshild dierential on C
•(Di•(E)(U)) extends to a dier-
ential of degree 1 on the graded vetor spae ⊕k≥1Di
•(E⊠k)(Uk)[k−1]. We
denote the resulting omplex by
̂
C
•(Di•(E)(U)) . Let ̂C•(Di(E)) denote
the sheaf of omplexes assoiated to the presheaf
U  ̂C•(Di(E)(U))
of omplexes of C-vetor spaes on X. Similarly, let H˜oh(Di(E)) denote
the sheaf of omplexes assoiated to the presheaf
U  ̂C•(Di•(E)(U))
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of omplexes of C-vetor spaes on X.
By denition, ĤHi(Di(E)) = H
i(X, ̂C•(Di(E))).
Unfortunately, F does not automatially yield a map of omplexes from
H˜oh(Di(E)) to C•(End(K•0 E)) . One however, has the following fats
(see Proposition 6 of [Ram℄). Reall that any 0-oyle α of C•(Di•(E)) is
of the form
∑
k αk where αk ∈ Di
•(E)⊗k[k − 1]. Note that α1 ∈ Di
0(E)
and αk = 0 for almost all k. Let Π0 denote the projetion from K
•
E onto
the kernel of the Laplaian ∆E : K
•
E → K
•
E . This is an integral operator
with smooth kernel (see [BGV℄ Chapter 2).
Fat 1: The linear funtionals
α 7→
∑
k
j=k−1∑
j=0
Str(Fk(τ
j(αk)))
and
α 7→ str(Π0α1Π0)
oinide on the spae of 0-oyles of C•(Di•(E)). Denote this linear fun-
tional by I
FLS
. Reall from [FLS℄ that I
FLS
vanishes on 0-oboundaries.
Fat 2: I
FLS
extends to yield a linear funtional on the 0th ohomology of
Γ(X, H˜oh(Di(E))). We will denote this linear funtional by t̂r.
On the other hand, the natural degree preserving map of omplexes from
̂
C
•(Di(E)) to H˜oh(Di(E)) is a quasiisomorphism sine Di•(E⊠k)(Uk) is
quasiisomorphi to Di(E⊠k)(Uk) for any k ≥ 1 and any open subset U of
X. Further, H˜oh(Di(E)) is a omplex of sheaves of C-vetor spaes that
are modules over the sheaf of smooth funtions on X. It follows that the ith
ohomology of the omplex Γ(X, H˜oh(Di(E))) is Hi(X, H˜oh(Di(E))) =
Hi(X, ̂C•(Di(E))) = ĤHi(Di(E)).
It follows that t̂r is a linear funtional on ĤH0(Di(E)). Also reall (for in-
stane, [Ram℄ Lemma 3) that
̂
C
•(Di(E)) is quasiisomorphi to the shifted
onstant sheaf C[2n]. It follows that ĤH−i(Di(E)) ≃ H
2n−i(X,C). It fol-
lows that t̂r yields a linear funtional on H
2n(X,C) whih we denote by IE .
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3 Generalizing the integral onjeture.
Let X be a ompat omplex manifold admitting at least one holomorphi
vetor bundle of non-zero Euler harateristi. Let E be a homomorphi ve-
tor bundle on X. Let IE : H
2n(X,C) → C be as in the introdution. Sine
we have already shown in [Ram℄ that IE = IF for any vetor bundle F on
X, we may assume without loss of generality that E = OX . Let K
•
X denote
the Dolbeaux omplex of OX . Let Ck and Ck be as in Setion 2.1.1.
Let Di(X) denote Di(OX). Choose open diss U ⊂W ⊂ X. Sine
H˜oh(Di(X)) is a omplex of soft sheaves quasiisomorphi to C[2n] , the
omplex Γc(U, H˜oh(Di(X))) is quasiisomorphi to H
2n+•
c (U,C). Here, Γc
is the funtor "setions with ompat support" and H
•
c denotes ohomology
with ompat support. Note that H
2n
c (U,C) ≃ C and H
i
c(U,C) = 0 ∀ i 6= 2n.
It follows that
H
0(Γc(U, H˜oh(Di(X)))) ≃ H
2n
c (U,C) ≃ C .
Let [α]U denote the lass of α in H
2n
c (U,C) for any 0-oyle α of
Γc(U, H˜oh(Di(X))). We state the following obvious fat as a proposition
for emphasis.
Proposition 1. There is a Hohshild 0-yle α of Γc(U, H˜oh(Di(X)))
suh that [α]U 6= 0 in H
0(Γc(U, H˜oh(Di(X)))) ≃ H
2n
c (U,C).
Let α be as in Proposition 1. Let ∆ denote the Laplaian of ∂¯ on K•X .
Let K
•
X L2 denote the Hilbert spae of square integrable Dolbeaux forms on
X. This is a Z2-graded Hilbert spae. Let D
k
denote sheaf assoiated to
the presheaf U  Di•(Uk)[k − 1]. Let αk denote the omponent of α in
Γc(U,D
k). Note that αk = 0 for almost all k. Note that α1 is a ompatly
supported element of di
0(U). Therefore, α1 may also be thought of as an
element of di
0(X).
We now reall Proposition 2.45 of [BGV℄ as a lemma.
Lemma 1. For any salar t > 0, the operator α1e
−t∆
makes sense as a trae
lass operator on K
•
X L2.
Thus, if
ϕ(α) := α1 ,
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then ϕ(α)e−t∆ makes sense as a trae lass operator on K•X L2 . Let strX(θ)
denote the supertrae of θ for any trae lass operator θ on K•X L2 . Note
that α may also be thought of as a 0-oyle of Γ(X, H˜oh(Di(X))). Let
[α]X denote the lass of α in H
2n(X,C). If jX denotes the inlusion from U
into X, then [α]X = jX∗[α]U .
Proposition 2.
lim
t→∞
strX(ϕ(α)e
−t∆) =
∫
X
[α]X
Proof. Let K
•
0 X denote the kernel of ∆ .Reall that K
•
0 X is nite dimen-
sional. Reall that ∆ is an operator on K•X L2 with disrete non-negative
spetrum that preserves the Z2-grading. One an thus nd a graded Hilbert
spae basis of K
•
X L2 made up entirely of eigenvetors of ∆. Let {e1, ...., }
be suh a basis with λi denoting the eigenvalue of ei. Let 〈 , 〉 denote the
inner produt of K
•
X L2 . We will denote ϕ(α) by ϕ for the rest of this proof.
Then,
strX(ϕe
−t∆) =
∑
i
±〈ϕe−t∆(ei), ei〉 =
∑
i
±e−(t−1)λi〈ϕe−∆(ei), ei〉
for any t > 1 . Note that the above sums onverge absolutely by the fat
that ϕe−t∆ is a trae lass operator for any t > 0. It follows that
lim
t→∞
strX(ϕe
−t∆) = lim
t→∞
∑
i
±e−(t−1)λi〈ϕe−∆(ei), ei〉
=
∑
{i|λi=0}
±〈ϕ(ei), ei〉 .
The last sum is a nite sum and is equal to str(Π
K
•
0 X
◦ ϕ ◦ I
K
•
0 X
) where
Π
K
•
0 X
and I
K
•
0 X
are the projetion from K
•
X to K
•
0 X and the inlusion
from K
•
0 X into K
•
X respetively. Sine X has at least one vetor bundle
of non-zero Euler harateristi,
str(Π
K
•
0 X
◦ ϕ ◦ I
K
•
0 X
) =
∫
X
[α]X
by [Ram℄ Theorem 2. This proves the desired proposition.
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Note that
K
•
X L2 = K
•
U L2 ⊕K
•
X\U L2
as graded Hilbert spaes. Let ∆U denote the restrition of ∆X to U .
Proposition 3. ϕ(α)e−t∆U is an operator with trae on K•U L2 and
strX(ϕ(α)e
−t∆X ) = strU (ϕ(α)e
−t∆U )
for any t > 0.
Proof. Denote ϕ(α) by ϕ in this proof. Reall from [BGV℄ that e−t∆X is an
operator with smooth kernel pt (alled the heat kernel) and that
strX(ϕe
−t∆X ) =
∫
X
str(ϕpt(x, x))|dx|
=
∫
U
str(ϕpt(x, x))|dx| = strU (ϕe
−t∆U ) .
The last equality is beause the heat kernel on U is unique (see [Don℄). The
onstrution of the heat kernel for a nonompat Riemannian manifold is
done by modifying the onstrution in [BGV℄ for the ompat ase. This
modiation, as in [Don℄ goes through, provided the manifold in question
has bounded geometry. The seond equality above is beause ϕ is a dier-
ential operator supported ompatly in U .
Reall that [α]U denotes the lass of α in H
2n
c (U,C).
Corollary 1.
lim
t→∞
strU (ϕ(α)e
−t∆) =
∫
U
[α]U
Proof. Sine α is ompatly supported on a subset of U ,
∫
X
[α]X =
∫
U
[α]U .
The orollary now follows from Proposition 3 and Proposition 2.
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3.1 Proof of the integral onjeture in general.
Let Y be an arbitrary ompat omplex manifold with dimCY = dimCX.
Note that we an nd an open dis on Y that we an identify (holomorphi-
ally) with W . Let WX and WY denote W thought of as open subdiss of
X and Y respetively. Moreover, the Hermitian metri on Ω0,•(WY ) an be
hosen suh that it oinides with that on Ω0,•(UX) on UY .
Let jX and jY denote the inlusions from U into X and Y respetively. Let
α be as in Proposition 1. Denote ϕ(α) by ϕ in this subsetion. Then,∫
U
[α]U =
∫
X
jX∗[α]U =
∫
Y
jY ∗[α]U . (3)
On the other hand,
strX(ϕe
−t∆X ) = strU (ϕe
−t∆U ) = strY (ϕe
−t∆Y )
for any t > 0 by Proposition 3. Taking the limit as t → ∞ and applying
Corollary 1, we get
lim
t→∞
strY (ϕe
−t∆Y ) = lim
t→∞
strU (ϕe
−t∆U ) =
∫
U
[α]U .
By (3),
lim
t→∞
strY (ϕe
−t∆Y ) =
∫
Y
jY ∗[α]U .
But, [α]Y = jY ∗[α]U where α on the left hand side is viewed as a 0-oyle of
Γ(Y, H˜oh(Di(Y ))). On the other hand, following the proof of Proposition
2, we see that
lim
t→∞
strY (ϕe
−t∆Y ) = Π
K
•
0 Y
◦ ϕ ◦ I
K
•
0 Y
.
The right hand-side is preisely the Feigin-Losev-Shoikhet linear funtional
on Y applied to [α]Y . It follows that the Feigin-Losev-Shoikhet linear fun-
tional on Y applied to [α]Y is preisely
∫
Y
[α]Y . Sine [α]Y = jY ∗[α]U 6= 0,
this proves that the Feigin-Losev-Shoikhet linear funtional on Y is preisely∫
Y
.
3.2 Proving the integral onjeture without the Riemann-
Roh-Hirzebuh theorem.
Let Z and Y be two ompat omplex manifolds of omplex dimension n.The
proof in Setion 3.1 also proves the following theorem.
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Theorem A. The integral onjeture holds for Z i it holds for Y .
Consider the vetor bundle OP1 on P
1
C
. Consider the dierential operator id
on OP1 . The following speial ase of the supertrae theorem uses a result
from [NT1℄ and a hands-on alulation.
Proposition 4.
1 = str(id) =
∫
P1
[id] .
Proof. Let TP1 denote the tangent bundle of P
1
. That str(id) = 1 follows
from the fat that H
0(P1,OP1) ≃ C and H
0(P1,OP1) = 0. By Theorem 7.1.1
of [NT1℄, [id] = (td(TP1))2. We therefore need to verify that
∫
P1
(td(TP1))2 =
1. Note that TP1 is a line bundle. It follows that (td(TP1))2 =
1
21(TP1)
where 1(E) denotes the rst Chern lass of E . Also, TP1 = O(2). It therefore
sues to show that
∫
P1
1(O(1)) = 1. Then, 1(O(1)) is the lass of the
Chern form of O(1), whih we will denote by ω
h
. Let z denote the loal
holomorphi oordinate on an ane line U ⊂ P1. Then,
∫
P1
ω
h
=
∫
U
ω
h
.
On the other hand, on U ,
ω
h
=
i
2pi
dz ∧ dz¯
(1 + |z|2)2
by Lemma 3.16 of [Vois℄. Setting z = x+ iy, it follows that∫
U
ω
h
=
1
pi
∫
R2
dxdy
(1 + x2 + y2)2
= 1 .
This proves the desired proposition.
It follows that the operator id
⊗n
on O
P1
×n also has supertrae 1. Further,
by Proposition 5 below, after identifying H
2n(P1
×n
,C) with H2(P1,C)⊗n,
1 =
∫
P1
×n
[id⊗n] =
∫
P1
×n
[id]⊗n .
The integral onjeture therefore holds for P1
×n
, and hene (by Theorem A)
for any ompat omplex manifold provided we prove the following proposi-
tion. In the following proposition, Y and Z are ompat omplex manifolds.
D1 and D2 are global holomorphi operators on Y and Z respetively. As a
result D1 ⊗D2 is a global holomorphi dierential operator on Y × Z.
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Proposition 5.
[D1 ⊗D2] = [D1]⊗ [D2] .
Proof.
Step 0: Fixing basi notation.
Let n and m denote the omplex dimensions of Y and Z respetively. Let
̂
C
•(Di(M)) denote the ompleted Hohshild hain omplex ̂C•(Di(OM ))
for any omplex manifold M (onverted into a ohain omplex). We reall
from [Bryl℄ that
̂
C
•(Di(M)) is quasiisomorphi to the shifted onstant sheaf
C[2d] on M where d is the omplex dimension of M . Denote this quasiiso-
morphism by iM .
Let C
•(A) denote the Hohshild hain omplex of an C-algebra A viewed as
a ohain omplex. Reall that ifA and B are C-algebras , the shue produt
X yields a map of omplexes from C
•(A)⊗C•(B) to C•(A⊗B) (see [Loday℄,
Setion 4.2). In partiular if U and V are open diss in Y and Z respetively,
the shue produt yields a map of omplexes from C
•(Di(U))⊗C•(Di(V ))
to C
•(Di(U×V )). This further extends to a map of omplexes of sheaves of
C-vetor spaes on Y ×Z from ̂C•(Di(Y ))⊗ ̂C•(Di(Z)) to ̂C•(Di(Y × Z))
whih we will denote by mSh.
Step 1: Redution to a "loal hek".
Think of D1 and D2 as elements of Γ(Y,
̂
C
0(Di(Y ))) and Γ(Z, ̂C0(Di(Z)))
respetively. Then,
m
Sh
(D1 ⊗D2) = D1 ⊗D2 ∈ Γ(Y × Z,
̂
C
0(Di(Y × Z))) .
To prove this proposition, it therefore sues to show that the following di-
agram ommutes in the derived ategory D
ShC
(Y ×Z) of sheaves of C-vetor
spaes on Y × Z.
̂
C
•(Di(Y ))⊗ ̂C•(Di(Z))
m
Sh−−−−→ ̂C•(Di(Y × Z))yiY ⊗iZ iY×Zy
C[2n]⊗ C[2m] −−−−→ C[2n+ 2m]
Sine a sheaf of C-vetor spaes is injetive i it is asque (see [Riet℄, Lemma
3.3), the onstant sheaf C is an injetive objet in the ategory of C-vetor
spaes on X. It follows from this that the diagram above ommutes in
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DShC
(Y ×Z) upto a salar. Cheking that that salar fator is one is "done
loally". Let U and V be open diss in Y and Z respetively. It sues to
show that the following diagram ommutes upto ohomology in the ategory
of omplexes of C-vetor spaes.
̂
C
•(Di(U))⊗ ̂C•(Di(V ))
m
Sh−−−−→ ̂C•(Di(U × V ))yiY |U⊗iZ |V iY×Z |U×Vy
C[2n]⊗ C[2m] −−−−→ C[2n+ 2m]
The bottom row of the above diagram is the natural identiation of C⊗C
with C that takes 1⊗ 1 to 1.
Step 2:The "loal hek".
Let sgn(σ) denote the sign of a permutation σ ∈ Sk. Note that if W is any
C-vetor spae, then σ ats on W⊗k on the right as
σ(w1 ⊗ ...⊗ wk) = wσ(1) ⊗ ....⊗ wσ(k) .
Let ω(z) denote the Hohshild 2-yle
1⊗
∂
∂z
⊗ z − 1⊗ z ⊗
∂
∂z
+ 1⊗ 1⊗ 1
of the Weyl algebra generated by z and ∂
∂z
. Then,
ω2n := ω(z1)Xω(z2)X...Xω(zn)
is a Hohshild 2n-yle of the Weyl algebra An generated by z1, .., zn and
∂
∂z1
, ....., ∂
∂zn
. If z1, ..., zn are loal holomorphi oordinates on U , then An
is a subalgebra of Di(U). It follows that ω2n is a Hohshild 2n-yle in
C
•(Di(U)). Note that that image of ω2n in the normalized Hohshild hain
omplex of Di(U) is the normalized Hohshild 2n-yle
∑
σ∈S2n
sgn(σ)1⊗ σ(
∂
∂z1
⊗ z1 ⊗ ....⊗
∂
∂zn
⊗ zn) .
We reall from [BrGe℄ and [FT℄ that
iY |U ([ω2n]) = 1 .
To hek that the above diagram ommutes, we only need to verify that
m
Sh
(ω2n ⊗ ω2m) = ω2n+2m .
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This is immediate from our denition of ω2n.
Remark:
The onstrution of iY |U from [Bryl℄ was what we used in [Ram℄. Even with
this onstrution if iY |U , we an diretly verify that iY |U ([ω2n]) = 1.We now
sketh how this an be done. Reall that the ohomology of
̂
C
•(Di(U)) was
omputed using the spetral sequene arising out of the ltration indued
by a spei ltration F • on Di(U). Here, F−kDi(U) was the spae of
dierential operators on U of order at most k. Let z1, ..., zn be loal holo-
morphi oordinates on the otangent bundle T ∗U of U . Let y1, ..., yn be
loal holomorphi oordinates on the bre of T ∗U . Setting the weight of the
dzi to be 0 and that of the dyi to be 1 enables us to dene the notion of the
weight of a holomorphi form on T ∗U . In the next paragraph, dierential
forms on T ∗(U) shall always refer to holomorphi dierential forms on T ∗U
that are algebrai along the bres.
The Ep,q1 term of the spetral sequene omputing the ohomology of
̂
C
•(Di(U)) is preisely the spae of −p− q-forms on T ∗U of weight −p that
are algebrai along the bres. In fat, the image of the yle ω2n in E
−n,−n
1
an be veried to be the dierential form dy1∧dz1∧dy2∧dz2∧ ....∧dyn∧dzn.
Reall from [Bryl℄ (Theorem 3.1.1) that the dierential on the E•,•1 terms
is the dierential of the anonial omplex of the Poisson manifold T ∗U .
Moreover the anonial omplex of T ∗U may be identied with the (shifted)
De-Rham omplex of T ∗U . Under this identiation, dy1 ∧ dz1 ∧ dy2 ∧ dz2 ∧
....∧dyn∧dzn is identied with 1. This is a De-Rham 0-oyle. It follows that
the image of ω2n in E
−n,−n
2 is 1. Sine, E
p,q
2 = 0 whenever (p, q) 6= (−n,−n),
the ohomology of
̂
C
•(Di(U)) is identied with E−n,−n2 ≃ C. This veries
that iY |U ([ω2n]) = 1.
3.3 The Feigin-Losev-Shoikhet onstrution for vetor bun-
dles on nonompat omplex manifolds.
As a byprodut of this proof, we have in fat, extended the onstrution
of the Feigin-Losev-Shoikhet linear funtionals assoiated with ertain holo-
morphi bundles on omplex manifolds to omplex manifolds that are not
ompat. Let E be a holomorphi vetor bundle on an arbitrary onneted
omplex manifold Y . Let ∆E denote the Laplaian of E . This depends on a
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hoie of Hermitian metri for Y as well as for E . Reall that the Laplaian
∆E = ∆
E+F where ∆E is the Laplaian of a onnetion on E (see Denition
2.4 of [BGV℄) and F ∈ Γ(Y,End(E)).
Denition:We say that E has bounded geometry if for some hoie of Hermi-
tian metri on E , there exists a onnetion ▽E on E suh that ∆E = ∆
E +F
where ∆E is the Laplaian of ▽E and F ∈ Γ(Y,End(E)), and all ovariant
derivatives of the urvature of ∆E as well as of F are bounded on Y .
Let E be a vetor bundle having bounded geometry. Let K•E L2 denote
the (Z2-graded) Hilbert spae of square integrable setions of K
•
E . Then,
e
−t∆E
an be onstruted as an integral operator on K
•
E L2 following [Don℄.
Let α ∈ Γc(Y, H˜oh(Di(E))). Let D
k(E) denote the sheaf assoiated with
the presheaf U  Di•(E⊠k)(Uk). Let αk denote the omponent of α in
Γc(Y,D
k(E)). Note that αk = 0 for almost all k. Let
ϕ(α) = α1 .
The following proposition generalizes Proposition 6 of [Ram℄.
Proposition 6.
1. ϕ(α)e−t∆E makes sense as a trae lass operator on K•E L2 for any t > 0.
2. Further, the map
α lim
t→∞
str(ϕ(α)e−t∆E )
indues a C- linear funtional on H0(Γc(Y, H˜oh(Di(E)))).
Proof. Step 1:To prove Part 1, note that the support of α an be overed
by nitely many open diss U1, .., Um ⊂ Y suh that eah Ui is ontained in
an open dis Wi ⊂ Y suh that E is trivial on eah Wi. Let Z = Y \ ∪iUi.
One an nd a partition of unity {f1, ..., fm, f} on Y subordinate to the
over Y = ∪iUi ∪ Z with fi supported on Ui. Note that the support of fi is
ompat. Also, f = 0 on the support of α. Writing α as
∑
i fiα it sues
to prove part 1 for α ompatly supported on an open dis U ontained in
an open dis W on whih E is trivial. One may nd a ompat omplex
manifold X ontaining an open dis WX with whih W an be identied
holomorphially. Let E ′ = OpX where p is the rank of E . The metris on X
and E ′ may be hosen to oinide with those of U and E|U respetively on
UX . Let αX denote α thought of as an element of Γ(X, H˜oh(Di(E
′))). By
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an easy generalization of Lemma 1, ϕ(αX)e
−t∆E′
makes sense as a trae lass
operator on K
•
E ′ L2 for any t > 0. Sine αX is supported on a ompat subset
of UX and sine K
•
E ′ L2 = K
•
E ′|UX L
2 ⊕ K•E ′|X\U
X
L2 , an easy extension of
Proposition 3 implies that ϕ(αX)e
−t∆E′
makes sense as a trae lass operator
on K
•
E ′|UX L
2 for any t > 0 and that
strX(ϕ(αX )e
−t∆E′ ) = strUX (ϕ(αX )e
−t∆E′ ) .
But sine αX ,UX and ∆E ′ |UX are identied with α,U and ∆E |U respetively,
ϕ(α)e−t∆E makes sense as a trae lass operator on K•E|U L2 for any t > 0
and
strU (ϕ(α)e
−t∆E ) = strX(ϕ(αX )e
−t∆E′ ) .
for any t > 0. Noting that K•E L2 = K
•
E|U L2⊕K
•
E|Y \U L2
and noting that α
is supported on a ompat subset of U , we see that ϕ(α)e−t∆E makes sense
as a trae lass operator on K
•
E L2 for any t > 0 and
strY (ϕ(α)e
−t∆E ) = strX(ϕ(αX)e
−t∆E′ ) (4)
for any t > 0. This proves part 1.
Step 2: By (4),
lim
t→∞
strY (ϕ(α)e
−t∆E ) = lim
t→∞
strX(ϕ(αX)e
−t∆E′ ) .
Moreover, sine X is ompat, a trivial modiation of the argument proving
Proposition 2 will show that the right hand side is nite . It follows that
α  limt→∞ str(ϕ(α)e
−t∆E ) yields a linear funtional on the spae of om-
patly supported setions of degree 0 of H˜oh(Di(E)) that are supported
on any xed open dis U ⊂W suh that W ⊂ Y is an open dis on whih E
is trivial. That this extends to a linear funtional on the spae of degree 0
elements of Γc(Y, H˜oh(Di(E))) follows from a partition of unity argument
similar to that used to prove part 1 of this proposition.
Step 3: To show that α limt→∞ str(ϕ(α)e
−t∆E ) yields a linear funtional
on H
0(Γc(Y, H˜oh(Di(E)))) , we need to show that
limt→∞ str(ϕ(dhohβ)e
−t∆E ) = 0 for any degree −1 element β of
Γc(Y, H˜oh(Di(E))). Here, dhoh is the dierential of the omplex
Γc(Y, H˜oh(Di(E))). One more, as in the proof of Part 1, one an rst
show that it sues to show that limt→∞ str(ϕ(dhohβ)e
−t∆E ) = 0 for any
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degree −1 element β of Γc(Y, H˜oh(Di(E))) supported on a subset of an
open dis U ⊂W suh that W ⊂ Y is an open dis on whih E is trivial. In
this ase, if X and E ′ are as in Step 1 of this proof, then
lim
t→∞
strY (ϕ(dhohβ)e
−t∆E ) = lim
t→∞
strX(ϕ(dhohβX)e
−t∆E′ ) .
Sine X is ompat, by an easy generalization of proposition 2,
lim
t→∞
strX(ϕ(dhohβX)e
−t∆E′ ) = Π
K
•
0 E′
◦ ϕ(d
hoh
βX) ◦ I
K
•
0 E′
.
The right hand side is preisely
∫
X
[d
hoh
βX ] = 0 by the integral onjeture
for ompat omplex manifolds. This proves part 2 of the desired proposition.
Note that H˜oh(Di(E)) is a omplex of soft sheaves that are modules over
the sheaf of smooth funtions on Y . Further, H˜oh(Di(E)) is quasiisomor-
phi to
̂
C
•(Di(E)) whih in turn is quasiisomorphi to the shifted onstant
sheaf C[2n] (see [Ram℄ , Lemma 3). It follows that
H
0(Γc(Y, H˜oh(Di(E)))) ≃ H
2n
c (Y,C). By Part 2 of Proposition 6, we have
onstruted a C-linear funtional on H2nc (Y,C), whih we will denote by IE .
The formula for this linear funtional on H
2n
c (Y,C) oinides with that for
the FLS funtional on E as onstruted in [Ram℄ when Y is ompat. The
following generalization of Theorem 2 of [Ram℄ holds.
Theorem 1. Let E be a holomorphi vetor bundle having bounded geometry
on a onneted omplex manifold Y . Then,
IE =
∫
Y
: H2nc (Y,C)→ C .
Proof. Let U ⊂W ⊂ Y be open diss. Choose a 0-oyle α of
Γc(Y, H˜oh(Di(E))) suh that [α]U 6= 0 in H
2n
c (U,C). Let UX , X and E
′
be
as in Step 1 of the proof of Proposition 6. Then,
IE ′(jX∗[α]U ) =
∫
X
jX∗[α]U
by the integral onjeture for ompat omplex manifolds. But,
∫
X
jX∗[α]U =∫
U
[α]U =
∫
Y
jY ∗[α]U . Moreover,
IE(jY ∗[α]U ) = lim
t→∞
strY (ϕ(α)e
−t∆E )
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IE ′(jX∗[α]U ) = lim
t→∞
strX(ϕ(αX )e
−t∆E′ ) .
By (4) , IE(jY ∗[α]U ) = IE ′(jX∗[α]U ). It follows that
∫
Y
jY ∗[α]U = IE(jY ∗[α]U ).
Sine jY ∗[α]U 6= 0 and H
2n
c (Y,C) is a one dimensional C-vetor spae, the
desired theorem follows.
Remark: One may dene the "ompleted Hohshild homology with om-
pat support" of Di(E). The ompleted Hohshild homology ĤH
c
•(Di(E))
of Di(E) is given by RΓc( ̂C
•(Di(E))). Note that sine H˜oh(Di(E)) is a
omplex of soft sheaves on X quasiisomorphi to ̂C•(Di(E)),
̂
HH
c
i (Di(E)) ≃ H
i(Γc(Y, H˜oh(Di(E)))) .
Also note that if Y is ompat, Γc = Γ. It follows that ̂HH
c
i (Di(E)) =
̂
HHi(Di(E)) if Y is ompat. It now beomes easy to observe that Proposi-
tion 6 extends the denition of IE to vetor bundles on arbitrary manifolds
by generalizing the denition of the linear funtional tr on ĤH0(Di(E)) in
the ompat ase to that of a linear funtional on
̂
HH
c
0(Di(E)).
Let
̂
CC
•(Di•(E)(U)) denote the ompleted Tsygan's double omplex of
Di
•(E)(U). Denote the sheaation of the presheaf
U  tot( ̂CC•(Di•(E)(U)))
by C˜yl(Di(E)). This is a (soft) sheaf of modules over the sheaf of smooth
funtions on Y that is quasiisomorphi to the ompleted yli omplex of
Di(E). Sine the latter omplex is quasiisomorphi to C[2n]⊕C[2n+2]⊕.....,
H
−2i(Γc(Y, H˜oh(Di(E)))) ≃ H
2n−2i
c (Y,C)⊕H
2n−2i+2
c (Y,C)⊕...⊕H
2n
c (Y,C) .
One may also note that a −2i oyle of Γc(Y, C˜yl(Di(E))) arises out of
a tuple (β−2i, ...., β0, .., βl) where βk ∈ Γc(Y, H˜oh(Di(E))
k) if k is even
and βk ∈ Γc(Y, ˜bar(Di(E))
k
) if k is odd. Note that the terms of the "bar
omplex"
˜
bar(Di(E)) are the same as those of H˜oh(Di(E)) but the dif-
ferential of the omplex
˜
bar(Di(E)) is an extension of the bar dierential
rather than the Hohshild dierential. The proof of the following proposi-
tion, whih uses Proposition 6 , is very similar to that of Proposition 13 of
[Ram℄ and is thus omitted.
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Proposition 7. The map
(β−2i, ...., β0, .., βl) lim
t→∞
str(ϕ(β0)e
−t∆E )
indues a C-linear funtional on H−2i(Γc(Y, H˜oh(Di(E)))).
We have therefore, onstruted a C- linear funtional on H2n−2ic (Y,C) ⊕
H
2n−2i+2
c (Y,C) ⊕ ... ⊕ H
2n
c (Y,C). We will denote the omposition of this
C-linear funtional with the inlusion of H2n−2kc (Y,C) into H
2n−2i
c (Y,C) ⊕
H
2n−2i+2
c (Y,C) ⊕ ... ⊕ H
2n
c (Y,C) as a diret summand by IE,2i,2k whenever
0 ≤ k ≤ i. The following generalization of Theorem 3 of [Ram℄ holds. Its
proof ompletely parallels the proof of Theorem 3 in [Ram℄ Setion 5.
Theorem 2. Let E be a holomorphi vetor bundle having bounded geometry
on a omplex manifold Y . Then,
IE,2i,0 =
∫
Y
: H2nc (Y,C)→ C
for any i ≥ 0. Further,
IE,2i,2k = 0 ∀ 0 < k ≤ i .
Remark: One may dene the "ompleted yli homology with ompat
support"
̂
HC
c
•(Di(E)). By denition,
̂
HC
c
•(Di(E)) = RΓc(Y,
̂
Cyl(Di(E)))
where
̂
Cyl(Di(E)) is the ompleted yli hain omplex of Di(E). Sine
C˜yl(Di(E)) is quasiisomorphi to ̂Cyl(Di(E)), and is a omplex of soft
sheaves on Y ,
̂
HC
c
i (Di(E)) ≃ H
i(Γc(Y, C˜yl(Di(E)))) .
IE,2i,2k is onstruted in the non-ompat ase by observing that the on-
strution of tr2i in the ompat ase generalizes to yield a linear funtional
on
̂
HC
c
−2i(Di(E)) for eah i ≥ 0 by Proposition 7.
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